Role of the feedforward command and reafferent information in the coordination of a passing prehension task.
The performances of a deafferented patient and five control subjects have been studied during a self-driven passing task in which one hand has to grasp an object transported by the other hand and in a unimanual reach-to-grasp task. The kinematics of the reach and grasp components and the scaling of the grip aperture recorded for the self-driven passing task were very similar in controls and the deafferented subject (GL). In contrast, for the unimanual task when vision was absent, GL's coordination between reaching and grasping was delayed in space and time compared with the control subjects. In addition, frequent reopening of the grip was observed in GL during the final closure phase of the unimanual prehension task. These results support the notion that afferent proprioceptive information resulting from the reaching movement - which seemed to be used to coordinate reaching and grasping commands in the unimanual task - is no longer necessary in the self-induced passing task. Finally, for the externally driven passing task, when the object was passively transported by the experimenter, the coordination was consistently modified in all subjects; grip aperture onset was delayed, thus asserting a specific contribution of the central command or feedforward mechanisms into the anticipation of the grasp onset observed in the self-driven passing task. The origin and nature of the information necessary for building up the feedforward mechanisms remains to be elucidated.